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Examiner Report - Section A: Context and Identity
The Report compiled by the Principal Examiner for WEN01 made the following comments
and observations about the Section A of the 2016 examination in which candidates
answered one question on two unseen extracts. They were required to produce an
extended comparative response showing how the presentation of identity was shaped by
contextual factors in both unseen texts.
The task was assessed across AO1, 2, 3 and 4:





AO1: Apply appropriate methods of language analysis, using associated terminology
and coherent written expression.
AO2: Demonstrate critical understanding of concepts and issues relevant to
language use.
AO3: Analyse and evaluate how contextual factors and language features are
associated with the construction of meaning.
AO4: Explore connections across texts, informed by linguistic concepts and methods.

In the June 2016 examination Text A was the transcript of the speech delivered by
American actress Angelina Jolie to the UN Security Council in April 2015. The speech
builds on the professional identity of Jolie in her role as Special Envoy to the UN. It
presents a prominent self- identity as a concerned individual using the scope of UN
Council and her role within it to develop a collective responsibility towards Syrian
refugees.
Text B was the personal account of Liberian refugee, Miriam Bah, who settled in
Australia in 2005. Bah’s account is part of an online collection of the personal
experiences of refugees published on Australia’s ABC News website. The writer presents
a very clear personal identity which combines her sense of personal history,
displacement and loss with her determination to build a new life in Australia.
In 2016 responses to Section A covered a full range of achievement. Most candidates
offered consideration of the genre and context of both texts and were able to draw links
between them based on their central focus on the issue of refugees and the fact that
both were produced by women. They were also able to offer comparative consideration
of the differing audience and context of each text and shape these – with varying
success – through the differing perspectives and circumstances of Jolie and Bah. Only
the very best offered considered/detailed exploration of the way in which the personal
identities of the two women were constructed and presented and those that framed their
analysis through this central focus were rewarded.
The range of specific analysis was extremely broad in this series. A significant majority
of responses were able to identify rhetorical features and offer comment on the general
features that shape a persuasive text and, as such, were more comfortable with the Jolie
speech. Many were able to describe method and effect but struggled to apply specific
language terms to their consideration of how – and why – these effects were produced.
A more systematic approach, whereby comments are supported by evidence drawn
directly from the source materials would have provided candidates with the opportunity
to explore the language from which this evidence was comprised (applying concepts,
terms and frameworks) and would have enabled them to reach the requirement for
higher bands of achievement provided in the mark scheme. Some offered generalised
comment on context whilst those that developed comment not only on the background
context of the texts but also on key aspects of production and reception of each
(including key generic conventions) were rewarded accordingly. A significant minority did
not address AO4 and the requirement to comment on the links between the two texts
and this made an upward movement through the bands difficult.
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Successful responses to Text A looked at Jolie’s construction of her personal identity and
its presentation to the UN Council via her speech. They offered consideration of the
context in which the speech was delivered, exploring (and analysing) Jolie’s use of
generic convention to achieve her persuasive and informative purpose. They looked at
the conventions applied to structure and sequence the speech and linked these to the
context in which it was delivered. They cited the personal involvement of Jolie with the
refugees, and her very personal and family-focussed response to their plight. They were
able to comment on how this informed style, voice and identity and were able to explore
the language choices made by Jolie in order to convey her emotional stance on the issue
and the rhetorical devices used to address, challenge and persuade her audience. These
were often able to extend the potential audience of the speech via a consideration of a
broadcast context. The very best also offered comment on the individual experiences
referenced in the speech and how this developed the personal identity of those cited by
Jolie. Responses that were placed in the highest bands of achievement supported
comment and assertion with evidence directly drawn from the speech which was used to
explore the specific language choices made, applying terminology in good range at word,
sentence and whole text level.
Less successful were those responses that offered generalised comment on the context
of the speech and which adopted a very descriptive approach to its content. Those that
offered limited exemplification and limited specific analysis of technique were anchored
in the mid/ lower bands of achievement. Limited consideration the personal identity of
Jolie also negatively impacted on the potential for reward.
Successful responses to Text B looked closely at the context of the account and its link
to the Australian NBC website through which it reached its audience. The most
successful also looked at the context of the overall collection and extended contextual
comment to account for the ABC context, audience and purpose. They showed
awareness of the conventions of personal accounts and the language used to comply
with these, both in terms of the individual personal account, and the nature and
structure of the account itself. They were able to comment of the personal identity
constructed by Bah (and her host website) and the subtle changes in this identity as she
recounted her experiences in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Australia. The best were able to
provide specific evidence that English was not Bah’s first language and were rewarded
for this. A successful few detected shifts in register/tone/complexity and offered
considered speculation on the possible contextual reasons for this. Many were able to
explore the gender-specific threat recounted and comment on Bah as representative in
this respect. Many commented on Bah’s strength in adversity and considered the
founding of the Migrant African Women’s Association terms of what this reflects about
Bah’s identity and the use of her personal experience and suffering to help other women.
As with the Jolie text, less successful responses offered generalised comment on the
context of the account and adopted a very descriptive approach to its content. A
significant minority made judgements about Bah’s use of ‘incorrect’ English at the
expense of exploring the specific characteristics of her voice and the language through
which it was constructed. Those that offered limited exemplification and limited specific
analysis of the language used by Bah were anchored in the mid/ lower bands of
achievement. Limited consideration the personal identity of Bah also negatively
impacted on the potential for reward.
AO4 requires candidates to explore connections and contrasts between the source texts.
Successful responses seized the many opportunities for comparison and contrast – many
adopting an integrated approach to this aspect of the task. Many offered comment on
the differences in scale and tone afforded both by the writers/speakers that produced
them. Many explored the purpose of the texts and developed links through the
persuasive function of each (one explicit/forceful; the other subtle). Most picked up on
the fact that both texts are clearly linked by the issue of refugees; better answers
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explored the fact that both convey personal experiences — although Jolie is a witness
and Bah a victim. Many made interesting comments on gender based on the content of
each text and the perspective of the women that produced them. The fact that Jolie's
account is more graphic about the suffering than that given by Bah prompted some
interesting comparisons about the identities of the two women. Jolie’s speech contains
personal accounts from individual refugees which offered opportunity to make links to
the account of Bah. Many recognised the clear contrast between the overriding optimism
of Bah’s view of her personal future in contrast to Jolie’s bleak evaluation of what the
future holds for Syrian refugees.
Less successful responses outlined the links and contrasts between the two texts but
failed to develop any but the more obvious or to explore the language which evidenced
these. Such responses were characterised by an essentially descriptive approach.
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Commentary on Script Ref: 744259
Level 5 – 31 Marks
This is a successful response to Q1. It offers an integrated consideration of both source
texts and makes appropriate links and comparisons between them. All assessment
objectives are met with competence and confidence and it fully meets the descriptors for
a Level 4 response and meets some of those in Level 5. For this reason it was awarded a
mark in the lower-mid range for Level 5.
The response is well structured and expressed. Frameworks and levels are considered
systematically with judicious use of evidence from both texts to support assertion and to
afford integrated comparison and contrast. There is critical and specific analysis of the
language choices used by both Jolie and Bah to meet their objectives and terms of
audience, purpose and the presentation/construction of their personal identities. Terms
and concepts are applied with accuracy and in good range.
To improve even further:



Comments at sentence and word level could have been more fully developed and in
fuller range
The Bah account could have been covered in more detail to redress the slight
imbalance here.

Field (Subject Matter)
Developed references are made to the field of each text and the links between them
through comments on conflict, civil war, refugees, political power/responsibility and
personal/familial experience.
Audience
There is recognition of the primary audience of the Jolie speech, and how the
conventions of the speech directly address them: Mr President, Foreign Ministers…This is
extended via content and context to a broader, global audience: those interested in
current events/humanitarian and moral issues…Links are made fluidly to the readers of
the Bah account: those that want to know about conflict/refugees with extension here to
the Australian context of the account and the website on which it was published.
Function (Purpose)
Points made on the function of each text are well developed and supported. These
extend beyond the obvious informative purpose of each to the more subtle aspects of
the texts in this respect. Comments on the Jolie speech draw a distinction between the
overriding purpose of both to: bring awareness/give information to more subtle purpose
linked to her personal identity and role and the context in which the speech is delivered:
spark thought and action/indirectly tells the audience this power should be
used…Comments on the Bah account extend to the promotion of the organisation she
founded.
Discourse/Pragmatics
There is careful consideration of how the context of each text has influenced their shape,
sequence and meaning. Such comments are fluidly integrated into the body of the
response and afford subtle links between the two source texts. For example, the
response links the opening personal perspective/context provided by both Jolie and Bah:
I have made eleven visits/I was born in 1995 to frame content through personal
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experience from the outset of each. Consideration of the structure and sequence of the
Jolie speech is linked not only to the genre of the speech and its audience/purpose but to
the presentation of Jolie’s identity – something that is central to the task: she does not
refrain from directly addressing the parties involved…she Is not intimidated by the power
these organisations hold…Specific terms are applied when discussing the mechanisms
employed: discourse markers/generic conventions/address…
Grammar/Syntax
The response offers consideration of the rhetorical function of both texts and makes
developed links between them on this basis. Jolie speech: use of triads (stigmatised,
unwanted and regarded as a burden)/repetition (I think)/direct address (your young
daughter)/collective pronoun (we are failing to do this). Bah account: rhetorical
questions (who’s next?)/ repetition (who’s next?). It goes beyond identification to make
developed links between form and function. For example, in relation to Jolie’s use of
direct address: is powerful because it makes the audience think of what would happen if
their own daughters were forced to become sex slaves.
There is also consideration of sentence structures employed by both Jolie and Bah and
the effect these have on audience and purpose. This is not the strongest element of the
response in terms of application of specific terms but the effect of combining short and
multiclausal sentences in each text is considered: provides variety in the
speech/increases emphasis on certain phrases.
There are some valid points made regarding how the grammar and syntax of the Bah
account that suggest that English is not her first language, such as recognition of the
omission of the copular verb in May be we going to get burned.
Lexis/Semantics
There are some meaningful comments on Jolie’s use of adjective which fully link form
and function by considering the effect such choices have on her intended audience:
‘inescapable’ shows that she wants to tell people that making a change is compulsory …it
cannot be escaped or forgotten.
There is also relevant comment on the use of pronoun for effect in both texts, with Jolie
shifting from personal experience to collective responsibility ( with rhetorical effect) and
Bah’s use of the collective: the ‘we’ shows she includes her family and their experiences
in this personal account as well.
Jolie’s use of auxiliary (may) is linked directly to Leech and Politeness Principles through
which Jolie aims to: save face of the audience and asks their permission (in a rhetorical
manner).
Comments on the lexical structures employed by Bah relate to the restricted code of a
second language speaker and incorporate valid references to Bernstein, thereby meeting
the requirement to integrate appropriate theoretical comment.
Social / Cultural Concepts and Issues
Consideration of social/cultural concepts and issues frame the exploration of both source
texts through developed reference to civil war, conflict and the resultant refugee crises
that are the central focus of each. References to gender - both of the speaker/writer and
of the victims they discuss – are well developed and supported. These are linked with
fluency to the personal identity of both Jolie and Bah.
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Comments on Jolie’s speech reference the opening honorific and the precedence given to
the President through the sequence of the opening address/triad: starting with the most
powerfully elevated. There is reference to the power of the UN to make change and
consideration of Jolie’s assertion that: this power lies unused. Reference to 2011 conveys
the length of the conflict and Jolie’s commitment to the cause.
Closing comments on gender and identity reference both Labov’s Deficit Model and
Zimmerman’s Dominance Theory – points are not detailed but the inclusions are apt and
are certainly sufficient for a L5 response for this unit.
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Commentaries on Script Ref: 744258
Level 3 – 18 Marks
This is a reasonably successful response to Q1 which is systematically on task in terms
of addressing the AOs for this component of the examination. Understanding is
consistently clear and as such the response matches the descriptors for Level 3. It is
logically structured and generally well expressed. Comments are apt but lack the depth
and development and depth that would afford consideration of Level 4 descriptors. It
was awarded a mark of 18.
It offers a reasonably well balanced consideration of both source texts which makes
some appropriate links and comparisons between them. However the approach considers
each text in turn through a sequenced framework linked to ‘topics’ such as
audience/purpose/lexis and this does restrict opportunity to develop these connections.
There are links between form and function – but these tend to be
straightforward/undeveloped. Exemplification is patchy – especially in the latter sections
of the response. There is also a tendency, especially in the mid-latter sections of the
response to describe/narrate rather than analyse. There are some relevant comments
about personal identity and its construction/presentation together with a general
consideration of the context of both texts. Application of concepts/theories/terminology
is restricted.
Field (Subject Matter)
References are made to the field of each text and the links between them through
comments on conflict, civil war, refugees, political power/responsibility and
personal/familial experience.
Audience
There is recognition of the primary audience of the Jolie speech which is extended to the
broader population: mass population/fans of Angelina Jolie. The Australian/broadcast
context of the Bah account is also referenced as a potential, extended audience. Neither
point is fully developed, however.
Function (Purpose)
Points made on the function of each text are appropriate but could have been supported
with direct evidence that would then afford opportunity to link form and function.
Comments on the Jolie speech concede directly to its audience and context: Encourage
members of the Security Council to act/find other diplomatic solutions. Comments on the
Bah account extend to the promotion of the organisation she founded: MAWA the
organisation she founded as well as the overarching aim to raise awareness: encourage
involvement from the citizens of Australia.
Discourse/Pragmatics
There is some consideration of how the context of each text has influenced their shape
and meaning. The UN setting and the political nature of the audience are linked to the
lexical choices made by Jolie and also to the ‘politeness principles’ she employs when
using the generic convention of a speech to address that audience. Bah’s personal
experience as a refugee together with her founding role in MAWA are also referenced.
The content of each text is handled in an essentially chronological order which becomes
more descriptive as the response continues.
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Grammar/Syntax
The response offers consideration of the rhetorical function of both texts and identifies
some features (applying attendant terminology) in a limited range in the Jolie speech:
use of first person perspective to establish her credentials/Makes her statements more
powerful/she herself has witnessed; rhetorical questions: why are the Syrian people not
worth saving? Comments on the Bah account are essentially descriptive here.
There is some general consideration of sentence structures employed by both Jolie and
Bah and the effect these have on audience and purpose. Terms are very limited here but
there is some attempt to link the length and content of the sentences to purpose and
context. Jolie: using short sentences along with some data Angelina makes her point
while bringing evidence; Bah: short direct sentences which give it more directness (this
brevity attributed to the website context).
Lexis/Semantics
Links are made between the texts on the basis of the sematic fields of conflict and
refugees they share. Comments on lexis relate almost exclusively to their complexity
which is linked to the formality of their context. Words are listed as evidence and no
word classes (other than the identification of pronouns) are applied resulting in
tenuous/undeveloped links between form and function.
Social/Cultural Concepts and Issues
Consideration of social/cultural concepts and issues do frame the exploration of both
source texts through reference to conflict and the resultant refugee crises that are the
central focus of each. References to the gender of Bah are linked to MAWA and its aim to
empower women.
Jolie’s criticism of the UN and the reasons for this are described rather than analysed,
something which typifies the latter sections of the response.
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Commentary on Script Ref: 549083
Level 1: 6 Marks
This response to Q1 was awarded a mark of 6 (Level 1). It is very brief /undeveloped. A
significant proportion of the response is a straightforward reworking of the question and
its bullet points/prompts. There is limited analysis and a tendency to
describe/paraphrase. Terms are applied in very limited range and with minimal links
between form and function. Connections between the sources are minimal.
The overall structure of the response is reasonable as is expression but the investigation
is essentially superficial. Exemplification is very patchy and comments are undeveloped
and lack any analytical edge.
Field (Subject Matter)
Generalised/descriptive references are made to the field of each text: murders,
separation of their families… Basic links are made – but these are undeveloped.
Audience
There is recognition of the primary audience of the Jolie speech: the president, foreign
ministers and excellencies. The categorisation of the audience as upper class is very
straightforward but there is an attempt to support this through reference to the nature
of the vocabulary deployed by Jolie. There is some attempt to contrast with the audience
of Bah which is described as: the general public, but, as is characteristic of the response
as a whole, this is not developed.
Function (Purpose)
Points made on the function of each text lack development and support. There is an
imbalance in the handling of the texts. The general purpose of the Jolie text is grasped:
to reach out and communicate the problems people in Syria are having/to help the
refugees; however there is no evidence offered to support this assertion. Comments on
the purpose of the Bah account do not extend beyond: Miriam is Jolie’s objective which,
given the geographical context of the texts, makes little sense.
Discourse/Pragmatics
There is minimal consideration of how the context of each text has influenced their
shape, sequence and meaning.
Grammar/Syntax
There are some basic points made regarding how the grammar and syntax of the Bah
account reflects her ‘social status’ through recognition of the omission of the copular
verb: saying things such as ‘maybe we going to get’ instead of saying ‘maybe we ‘are’
going to get. Comments on the language used by Jolie do not extend beyond the
comment that is ‘formal’ (with examples of low frequency lexis to support this). No links
are made to genre /form/broader context.
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Lexis/Semantics
Comments on lexis/semantics do not extend beyond basic comments on Jolie’s lexical
choice in terms of its formality/complexity: she uses words such as eloquently,
stigmatised and excruciating.
Social / Cultural Concepts and Issues
There is recognition of the significance of the UN with regards to Jolie’s speech. Closing
comments on the gender of Bah and her involvement in MAWA are of some (limited)
relevance.
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Section B: The Creation of Voice
The Report compiled but the Principal Examiner for WEN01 made the following
comments and observations about the Section B of the 2016 examination in which
candidates were required to write the text for a broadcast appeal drawing upon the
source materials provided in Section A but reshaping to an audience of their peers from
their local community.
Section B of the examination is assessed against AO5: ‘Demonstrate expertise and
creativity in the use of English to communicate in different ways’ with a total of 15 marks
allocated for this component. As such the task assesses both the fluency and accuracy of
written expression and the ability to generate an original and (hopefully) engaging text.
The task generated a full range of responses but many struggled to fully address the
question in full and candidates are advised to spend time working through the question
to be sure of its requirements in terms of genre, context, audience and purpose. The
format of the question will be relatively constant but wording will, inevitably, change
according to the nature of the creative task set. As this is a creative response examiners
will accept any approach that concedes to the prompts provided.
The 2016 question stem was carefully worded to provide candidates with a clear
indication of expectation:
Write the text for a broadcast appeal to raise awareness of how people your own age can
support refugees settling in your local community.
The second part of the question:
In addition to your own ideas you must refer to material from at least one of the texts in
the Source Booklet
highlighted a key requirement of the task, that is the need to incorporate some material
from one (or both) of the source texts into the broadcast appeal. This proved
problematic to a significant minority of candidates but is a key requirement which must
be taken into account.
Successful responses demonstrated clear awareness of audience and function, conceding
clearly to the broadcast context and the persuasive/informative function. There were
some very fluently written and convincing new texts. The best adapted the source
material fluidly – drawing upon the rhetorical voice of Jolie or the experiences of Bah
(especially her experience of racism) to target an audience of similar age and locality to
the candidate. The breadth of personal experience that many brought to this task,
linking to the specific experience of refugees within their home country was interesting
and something that should be encouraged if the specific task allows. Many fully engaged
with the broadcast context some involving the audience directly, others using
music/sound effects or using co- presenters/interviews. Such creativity was rewarded
whenever possible provided that the central issues of the tasks were addressed.
Less successful responses were often restricted by flawed written expression – these
proved essentially self-penalising. Some failed to address a local/peer audience using
language that was not fully appropriate to either. Others did not concede to the
broadcast context. A key discriminator was the incorporation on the source data; at the
mid-low bands of achievement many made no concession to the source and all, others
simply quoted directly from the texts, struggling to integrate the material and therefore
disrupting the fluency of their response.
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Commentary on Script Ref 878558
Level 5: 13 marks
Script D demonstrates clear awareness of audience, conceding to the broadcast context
and the persuasive/informative function. It was awarded a mark of 13 which places just
into Level 5.
Although there are minor issues with sentence structure, a well expressed and
convincing new text is generated. It makes clear reference to the source materials,
drawing directly on both to support points made for example directly incorporating, and
integrating, the words of Jolie or relating the experiences of Bah (especially her
experience of racism). Bah’s organisation is also worked into the promotion of volunteer
work.
The audience is clear. References to laptops and TVs establish a cultural link to the peer
audience specified in the question and this is consolidated by comments on A-levels and
university applications here to encourage young people to volunteer: it looks good in
your application and as a credential to present to universities.
Language choices are largely appropriate to the task. Rhetorical features are integrated
in order to fulfil the persuasive brief. These include direct address: you must be
wondering how this matters to you and rhetorical questions: Simple. Right? Devices are
employed to lower formality in a manner appropriate to the young audience, these
include colloquialism: whiff and are balanced with higher levels of formality in keeping
with the serous nature of the subject matter. Although the broadcast context is not
explicitly referenced the voice and content works as an appeal.
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Commentary on Script Ref 838269
Level 4: 11 marks
Script E is a reasonably successful response to the task. It was awarded a mark of 11
which places it in the middle of Level 4. It functions as a spoken text and it is framed by
introduction and sign off. There is limited obvious concession to the broadcast context,
however.
Although there are some issues with tone/register, which is sometimes rather formal,
the response is generally well structured and expressed.
The audience is relatively clear and specific reference to the age of the listeners
consolidates this.
Inclusive pronouns unite speaker and listener in accordance with the ‘peer’ brief: we
teenagers.
Language choices are largely appropriate to the task. Rhetorical features are integrated in
order to fulfil the persuasive function in what is one of the strongest aspects of the
response. These include contrasting pairs: so close to home, but so far from our thoughts;
repetition: I am here today; triadic structures: same needs, same dreams and same
rights; pronouns: they seek respite amongst us and rhetorical questions: how do we
welcome them?
The main issue with the response is the fact it makes limited direct or stylistic reference
to the source material – a key discriminator for the task – and this does impact
negatively on the potential to reward.
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Commentary on Script Ref 744243
Level 2: 6 marks
Script F was awarded a mark of 6 (Level 2) as it has a general understanding of
audience and function and makes some attempt to craft the presentation of data. It is a
very brief response and technical lapses impact negatively on the potential to reward as
quality of expression is a key assessment objective.
There is limited obvious concession to the broadcast context, however there is an
attempt to craft a spoken text and the greeting directly addresses the youth audience
and signals a level of formality that is appropriate: Heya students. There is an attempt to
sustain focus on this audience but this is inconsistent and/or unrealistic in terms of
suggested activities. It is not fully coherent as a complete text.
There is an attempt to persuade including the inclusion of some rhetorical features such
as the triad: war, impoverishment, loss of life and use of pronoun: … it is us! We are
young and though this one of the more successful elements of the response it is
restricted by lack of development.
Some data is used from the source texts: conflict began in 2011/4 million Syrians
displaced and direct quotation from the Jolie speech itself. The Bah account is referenced
as an example of what refugees can achieve – but detail is sparse. Integration of this
material lacks fluency and focus on what is relevant in terms of content/location.
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